Niya Lyubomirova Tsenkova
Born 10.09.1999 - Soﬁa, Bulgaria
Prins Hendrikplein 1T,
The Hague , Netherlands
phone +31618324231
email: niacenkova@icloud.com

Education
Graduating in July from the Painting and Printmaking Bachelor program at the Royal
Academy of Art, The Hague, Netherlands
/2018 - Present/
- Graduated National High School of Fine arts Ilia Petrov, Soﬁa, Bulgaria with Illustration
and book design, 2012 - 2018
Exhibitions
2021
- “MY ALTAR” KABK Fine Arts Pre-graduation exhibition “As Is Where Is” at Atenor;
The Hague, Netherlands
2020
- “States of Being” mixed media installation part of a group exhibition at Maakhaven; The
Hague, Netherlands
- Vij Magazine vol.93 p. 12-13
https://issuu.com/vijsoﬁa.bg/docs/vijmag_september2020
- Organised and curated “93-95 assemblage”, temporary independent exhibition space,
hosting a multidisciplinary dynamic group assemblage Soﬁa, Bulgaria
https://www.instagram.com/93_95_assemblage/
- Potentiality of sound in matter - online group exposition at the Research catalogue
https://www.researchcatalogue.net/view/858672/875532
- Bad video art festival; participant in selection 2020 with “Smell the market”
https://www.badvideoart.com/selections2020

2019

-

Initiated a Mail art initiative project- INBOX, and curated an exhibition with the same
name at KABK, featuring the outcome of reactions the participants had.

-

Private commissions for project design and realisation of wall murals

- Intern and assistant for Kameliya and Lyubomir Tsenkovi through the painting
and execution of various church frescoes in Bulgaria
< 2017
- Created illustrations to represent a narrative for a video for a non-proﬁt
organisation Intherfaith shelter network San Diego California,USA
- Group exhibition curated by gallery Debut in the building of the Court of Justice Soﬁa, Bulgaria
- Poster design for the exhibition of the premiere of “Parsifal” opera by Richard
Wagner: exhibition venues Soﬁa university Saint Kliment Ohridski and Soﬁa opera
and ballet - Soﬁa, Bulgaria

- Lorem Ipsum group illustration exhibition in Debut gallery also travelling to Brussels and
Luxembourg

- Merit based ﬁne arts scholarship.1000

stipendii http://www.communitas-bg.org/en/
1000.html
- Merit based ﬁne arts scholarship from the American foundation for Bulgaria
Participation in an art auction Arsenal of Art gallery Plovdiv,Bulgaria
- Award in the poster section from the exhibition-contest Eco Antarctica organised
by the Bulgarian Arctic Institute, exhibition of the poster in Antarctica
http://www.bai-bg.net/ecoantarctica-2015-2016.html
- Scholarship from the Ministry of culture (program for protection of gifted students)
- Prize-winner in the 15th International competition Always green always blue
Torun ,Poland

